2022 Hospitality Casting Survey

Identifying What Today’s Guests and Hoteliers Expect From In-room Entertainment

Introduction:
Guestroom entertainment has been undergoing a transformation in recent years as hotels
and technology providers worked to keep pace with the evolution of streaming platforms–
and today it is hitting an inflection point.
While consumer homes have widely embraced new technologies that cater to modern
viewing preferences, hotels have traditionally struggled to acclimate to a culture built
around content streaming, supported by personalized accounts.
For hoteliers, the issue is more complex as factors needing to be addressed include how
adopting such platforms at scale can affect network resources or lead to potential guest
concerns over data privacy and security. Yet with ongoing advances in technology, such
issues have now been widely resolved, allowing industry professionals to instead focus on
adopting entertainment experiences that reflect modern guest expectations.
As part of the 2022 Guestroom
Casting Survey, Hotel Internet Services
contacted hundreds of hoteliers
and guests in order to identify what
guests expect from guestroom
entertainment, how to provide access
to that entertainment, and thoughts on
security concerns related to accessing
personal streaming accounts. With
this report, hoteliers can see for
themselves that the growing desire
for casting services is becoming nonnegotiable in the minds of today’s
guests. Crucially, they can see which
features and functionalities guests are
yearning for that will ensure success
and an ROI that not only increases
reservation numbers, but that also
boosts property reputations against
those of their competitors.

What is most important/Provides Value
Platforms:

The value of streamed content has steadily
grown in hospitality, and today it shows
greater importance than cable TV in the
guestroom in the eyes of travelers. Survey
results show guest respondents preferred
streaming content in the guestroom, with
almost 40 percent going as far as stating
that availability of a streaming platform
would influence their booking decisions.
With potentially half of their revenue at stake,
hotels are serving not just their guests’ best
interests but also their own by working to
fully address such sentiments.

40%

of Guests would book a hotel that
provides casting over one that
does not.

Hotel Amenities:
• Streaming Apps
• Casting

GUESTS Q3 - Would knowing that a hotel is able to provide casting of apps like Netflix, Hulu or Disney+ influence your
decision in choosing one property over another?

Hotelier respondents anticipated that streamed content was far more
valuable to guests, with 57 percent saying it was more valuable to them
than cable TV. This assumption is hardly surprising
given the fact that the number of streaming service
subscriptions have eclipsed those of cable TV in
recent years, a trend that is surely to expand
even further as more streaming platforms
become available.
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HOTELIERS Q1 - What do you think is more important to your guests, having
cable TV in guestrooms or the ability to stream their personal content such
as Netflix, Hulu and Disney+?
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GUESTS Q2 - Are you
interested in being able to
access personal streaming
subscriptions such as
Netflix, Hulu, Disney+ on
guestroom televisions?
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Demonstrating the diversity of viewing
preferences, more than 70 percent
of guest respondents said they were
interested in accessing personal streaming
accounts through the guestroom TV to
view subscriptions that include Netflix,
Hulu, and Disney+. This shows a large and
growing interest in alternative guestroom
entertainment options.

Demand Versus Supply:
As indicated by results
later in the report,
guests do in fact value
this technology when
it is available. Yet due
to current industry
adoption rates, the ability
to encounter a modern
streaming-centered
entertainment experience
continues to hold less
than 50 percent odds.
Of hoteliers surveyed, 21
percent currently offer
content casting abilities
while 20 percent offer
access to streaming
subscriptions directly via
the guestroom TV.

84%

Cable/Satelite TV
4%

Other

16%
Video-On-Demand

18%
Electronic Programming Guide

21%

20%

Casting To TV From a Personal Device

Streaming Apps On the TV

These results show how the more than 70 percent of guests who showed interest in using streaming
technology are not having their needs met by what is typically made available in hotels today.
With this substantial disparity, it again is worth pointing out that roughly 40 percent of guests will
demonstrate greater favorability to booking with properties that offer an entertainment platform able
to accommodate modern streaming preferences. To prevent competitors from gaining the advantage
in growing their market share, hoteliers undoubtedly have an immediate interest in adopting a
solution that bolsters their reputation in providing a personalized, secure and seamless in-room
content viewing experience.

Adoption:
55 percent of hotelier respondents likewise believed that providing guests with access to streaming
subscriptions such as Netflix would create a positive influence on guest booking decisions. This
disparity between adoption rates and perceptions over how access to streaming services can
potentially increase reservation numbers may be partly attributed to unfamiliarity with how modern
in-room entertainment platforms function and the capabilities they offer. Importantly, however, it
also demonstrates a high-value opportunity for hotel business differentiation by providing access to
guestroom technology that is innovative and that caters to now widespread guest preferences and
expectations.
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Security:
Finding ways to offer access to streaming apps as part of the guestroom entertainment package has
remained a years-long struggle that has seen multiple innovations come and go, but guests remain
unsatisfied. In many cases, platforms
adopted by hotels have required guests
HOTELIERS Q6 - From a privacy and security standpoint, how concerned
to enter their personal usernames and
do you think guests are with inputting usernames and passwords into an
passwords into hotel devices. However,
app on guestroom televisions?
this approach inadvertently overlooks
the fact that guests are extremely
hesitant to share any sort of sensitive
information with hotels due to the risk
of data theft. Many hoteliers in fact
already recognize this issue when it
comes to guestroom entertainment,
with 54 percent of respondents
Somewhat concerned
highly concerned about the security
implications of guests inputting
usernames and passwords into an app
on guestroom televisions.

Highly concerned

Little to no concern

12%

With this in mind, it should
come as no surprise that
guest respondents themselves
were largely against entering
their personal information
into guestroom devices, with
74 percent of respondents
preferring to wirelessly cast apps
from their personal devices onto
the guestroom TV if given the
option. Not only spurring vastly
improved adoption rates by
regaining guest confidence, a
casting-supported entertainment
strategy also eliminates the
possibility of hotels assuming
liability as a result of guest
streaming data being stolen.
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Usability:

GUESTS Q5 - Would it
be frustrating to have to
remember usernames
and passwords in order
to access personal
streaming subscriptions
on guestroom TVs?

Entering usernames and passwords into a
guestroom TV does not just increase security
risks, it also represents needless complication and
hassle for guests. When guests were asked if they
would find it frustrating to remember and re-enter
usernames and passwords in order to access
personal streaming subscriptions on guestroom
TVs, 74 percent of guest respondents indicated it
would.
When asked, 75 percent of hotelier respondents,
like their guest counterparts, believed that
streaming content directly from personal devices
to the TV, rather than enter login details via
a smart TV app, is the most preferred option.
These travelers are already using their personal
devices to book flights, ground transportation,
and access their guestroom. Their attention
is already focused on these devices, and
hoteliers should work to satisfy that desire in the
guestroom entertainment space.
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HOTELIERS Q4 - If provided with an option, do you believe
your guests would prefer to cast streamed content
directly from personal devices to the TV or enter-in login
details via smart TV app?

Guest Experience:
Just under 50 percent of hotel guests have tried a casting service while visiting a hotel guestroom, 23
percent of guests reported to have an easy or hassle-free casting experience while 22 percent had difficulty
pairing devices with the TV. A similar number of respondents said the process was not user-friendly (20
percent).

I have not used casting services

62%

Difficulty pairing devices with TV

GUESTS Q6 -When
trying to use a hotel’s
casting service, what
best describes your
experience?

Easy/hassle-free experience

Poor quality/choppy video
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36%

11%
Poor quality/choppy video

HOTELIERS Q7 If currently providing
casting services, what
best describes your
guests’ experience?

Clearly there are casting
solutions that are living up
Easy/hassle-free experience to guest expectations for
a user-friendly experience
while others are missing the
mark.

On the hotelier side, 44
percent of respondents say
the majority of guests who
have used pairing technology
have had difficulty pairing
their devices to the TV, while
nearly just as many reported
Difficulty pairing devices with TV
a positive experience
(36 percent). To ensure success in adopting a casting solution, one should post several questions to
technology providers:
• How does a platform accommodate users who might be unfamiliar with casting technology?
• How similar is the experience to what guests typically find in their home?
Once guests connect to the technology it provides a positive experience, but finding optimal ways to make
these connections remains a top priority that hoteliers need to consistently keep in mind whenever revising
their in-room entertainment strategies.

8%
Not user-friendly

44%

QR Codes: Elevating Guest Convenience:
For their part, leading casting technology providers are continuously seeking out ways to make their
solutions even more instantly accessible and user-friendly. With hotelier respondents indicating that they
believe the device-pairing process should be made easier, more advanced casting technologies have risen
that make use of the benefits of QR codes. Bypassing the need for guests to type-in a URL link in order to
register their device, QR codes can remove one less obstacle that stands in the way of guests seamlessly
accessing their own content.
While a relatively new feature, the advantages of QR code compatible
casting systems are already having an influence on guest and hotelier
perceptions. When asked if they thought hotel guests would benefit
from scannable QR codes that would provide access to pair personal
devices directly with TVs, 78 of hotelier respondents said such a
system would increase usage rates. This would allow hotel guests
to immediately synch their personal devices with any aspect of the
guestroom entertainment system, cutting out the main friction points
that still exist in connecting guests to the hotel.

HOTELIERS Q5 - Do you think that providing guests with the option
to simply pair personal devices with guestroom TVs via QR code and
immediately begin streaming would increase usage rates?
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Providing QR codes to enable content casting
access is undoubtedly shaping up to represent
one of the best ways for hotels to sidestep
usability barriers that lead frustrated guests
back to watching content on their own devices.
With guests simply needing to scan a QR code
in order to instantly begin casting to the relevant
guestroom TV, hoteliers can not only look forward
to more satisfied guests but also a drastic drop
in requests for troubleshooting support. Further
demonstrating the viability of QR codes as
an effortless device-pairing process, the vast
majority of guest survey respondents (79 percent)
said they would prefer to use a system of QR
codes to enable casting.

GUESTS Q8 - Would you
use a system where you
paired your personal
device by scanning a QR
code on the TV screen and
instantly begin casting?

Conclusion:
The delivery methods and guests’ attachment to digital entertainment is changing, and its hotels’
responsibility to deliver these experiences on guests’ terms. Many travelers are reluctant to share
their personal passwords with hotel systems in order to access apps that are already available on their
personal devices. Hotel guests already resent having to enter Wi-Fi passwords following each check
in. Adding onto that process is not wise, regardless of the benefits that are conferred onto guests
through expanded entertainment options.
Fortunately, there are alternatives. Hospitality-engineered solutions are available to provide instant
access to guestroom casting capabilities, including scannable QR codes. Survey results show guests
desire the ability to cast their personal devices directly to the guestroom TV as long as the process is
simple and consistent.
Post-COVID hospitality is doing away with a number of temporary measures, but the prolonged
period home has impacted Americans’ relationship with streaming media . Learning how to bring the
consumer streaming experience into the hotel space will be one of the key entertainment priorities
facing hotel leaders over the next few years. Operators who are able to deliver a continuation of the
consumer streaming experience in hotels will be able to differentiate themselves during periods of
heightened competition to come as the hotel industry recovers, and new trends develop.
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